Internship Notice for II Year Students

There is a proposal for the recruitment of students for internship with LINK (Legal Intelligence and Networked Knowledge) Consulting Company based in New Delhi, India, which is a unique conglomeration of ideas and people, bringing legal and business intelligence on the same platform. It serves as a one-stop-shop for clients to find solution to all their business, legal, compliance, development and expansion needs, within a single organization. The associates of the firm specialize in fields ranging from infrastructure, project finance, risk analysis, mergers & acquisitions to outsourcing operations.

The students will be working on hands on family law matters and there will be a training workshop for the same. The interested students should apply for an internship with Link Consulting in January, 2013, by sending an email to: irutabhasini@amity.edu & CC to bgupta1@amity.edu on or before 30th December 2012.
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